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Abstract 
Medicine function has 

unlimited importance, as it 
corsidered to be a humane 
nd moral which requires a 

peyon with Scientific and 
skillful qualificatior. The 
practitioner medicine has to 
follow the prescribed 
prinupus in Medicine auning 
at healing the Sicktcoun. 

a

The authorization in 
medicine work has rules 
inclnding the legal 
permission, the sick peons 
approval, trangeting the 
disease, and following the 
scientific preailes.      

gt wse noticed recently 
that some of the doctors are 
ignorant of the Low rules 
thongh they are Very good at 
practicing their rocation. 
Besides, Some them are 
shocked to be Sued 
according to the rules agarist 
him the some error in work.  

The creininal leg isolator 
Shows that gt is allowed to 
practice the medical Surgery 
and Other mat cal means 
according to the Known 
doctrines of medicine if they 
were proved by the sick 
pason or his deputy legally in 
m outspoken or implied 

way or in am vrgent medical 
case which badly needs that.  

a

This paper deals auith 
the error in the medical 
doctor's work. This issue is 
not recent but it in as old as 
mediaie and was known to an 
cient civeications hike 
Bubylone ponticrluy in 
(Hamourabi) and egyptiom, 
Romam cmlrah Zatiorg. 
There was a controversial 
spuen about medical reation 
and ity error in Errope in 
whiun rehgions man have a 
controlled for a long time, 
Who couldnot be Sued for 
their errors as they haus the 
outhointy from god. Loter 
they were sued as far their 
erros esp. sftor some 
phlisophical movements 
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hame denuncialted some 

As what conler ns with 
the practicay realihy of the 
doctory error, hs embodied in 
the error in disease diagnosis 
error in medicine 

prescriphion aneasthesia 
error, and finally in the error 
at smrgical operation. The 
conalusion contains the 
recommendations of Iraqi 
legislator in organizing clear 
princioples eaplaining the 
donation of parts, their 
implantion as it is a 
controvencied case in 
religion and law of it's 
prohibition.

doctory deception.  
This paper also dualy 

with the difintion (error) in 
terms of the carlessness, 
ignorance and the abseua 
precaution with overlooking 
the lows, systems and orders.  
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